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Article abstract
In spite of the development of a major crisis in human fertility associated
particularly with synthesized oestrogens, a crisis which risks accelerating the
relentless pursuit of costly and inefficient reproduction technologies whose
iatrogenic effects and problematical shifts in direction are having a profound
effect on the conception of human beings and of humanity, and are
threatening what we understand as the very frontier of the species, Canada's
only policy sofar, after ten years of debates and a $30 million Royal
Commission, is a "voluntary" moratorium. It is one of a few rare countries
which has left fields of research such as genetic modification of the
reproductive cell, animal-human hybrids, production of embryos from ovaries
of foetuses and corpses; ectogenesis, cloning, gender determination, etc., all
practices of such gravity that many countries have outlawed them, explicitly
and completely to individual free choice and the laws of the market. By its
endemic lateness in reacting, would "the best country in the world" be letting
us slip into the "best of all worlds"?
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